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An glass fiber may be a cylindrical dielectric waveguide
(nonconducting waveguide) that transmits light along its axis, by the
method of total internal reflection. ... To confine the optical signal
within the core, the index of refraction of the core must be greater than
that of the cladding.
Advantages of Fiber optic

Introduction

Greater bandwidth & faster speed—Optical fiber cable supports
extremely high bandwidth and speed. the massive amount of data
which will be transmitted per unit of glass fiber cable is its most vital
advantage.

Fiber optics, or glass fiber , refers to the medium and therefore
the technology related to the transmission of data as light pulses
along a glass or plastic strand or fiber. Fiber optics is employed for
long-distance and high-performance data networking.

Cheap—Long, continuous miles of glass fiber cable are often made
cheaper than equivalent lengths of copper wire. With numerous
vendors swarm to compete for the market share, optical cable price
would bound to drop.

Optical fibers are about the diameter of a strand of human hair
and when bundled into a fiber-optic cable, they’re capable of
transmitting more data over longer distances and faster than other
mediums. it's this technology that gives homes and businesses with
fiber-optic internet, phone and television services.
Fiber optical Cables
A fiber-optic cable contains anywhere from a couple of to many
optical fibers within a plastic casing. Also referred to as optic cables
or glass fiber cables, they transfer data signals within the sort of light
and travel many miles significantly faster than those utilized in
traditional electrical cables. and since fiber-optic cables are nonmetallic, they're not suffering from electromagnetic interference (i.e.
weather) which will reduce speed of transmission. Fiber cables also
are safer as they are doing not carry a current and thus cannot
generate a spark.
What is a fiber-optic network?
There are several differing types of fiber-optic networks but all of
them begin with optic cables running from the network hub to the
curb near your home or straight to your home to supply a fiber-optic
internet connection. The fastest sort of fiber network is named Fiber
to the house (FTTH) or Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) because it’s a
100% fiber-optic reference to glass fiber cables installed to terminals
directly connected to houses, apartment buildings and businesses.
On the opposite hand, Fiber to the Curb (FTTC) may be a partial
fiber connection because the optical cables run to the curb near
homes and businesses and copper cables carry the signals from the
curb the remainder of the way. Similarly, Fiber to the Building
(FTTB) is when fiber cable goes to some extent on a shared property
and therefore the other cabling provides the connection to offices or
other spaces.

Thinner and light-weighted—Optical fiber is thinner, and may be
drawn to smaller diameters than copper wire. they're of smaller size
and lightweight weight than a comparable copper wire cable, offering
a far better fit places where space may be a concern.
Higher carrying capacity—Because optical fibers are much thinner
than copper wires, more fibers are often bundled into a givendiameter cable. this enables more phone lines to travel over an
equivalent cable or more channels to return through the cable into
your cable TV box.
Less signal degradation—The loss of signal in glass fiber is a
smaller amount than that in copper wire.
Light signals—Unlike electrical signals transmitted in copper wires,
light signals from one fiber don't interfere with those of other fibers
within the same fiber cable. this suggests clearer phone conversations
or TV reception.
Long lifespan—Optical fibers usually have a extended life cycle for
over 100 years.
Fiber count
Both indoor and outdoor fiber cable have a huge option of fiber
count starting from 4-144 fibers. If your fiber demand exceeds this
range, you'll custom the fiber count for indoor or outdoor optical
cable. Unless you're making fiber patch cords or hooking up an easy
link with two fibers, it's highly recommended to urge some spare
fibers.
Conclusion
Optical fiber provides a quick , constant and stable Internet
connection that permits tons of knowledge to be transmitted over
incredible distances. As data demands become enormous, fiber optic
cabling is that the sure thanks to choose network flexibility and
stability.

Fiber optic working rule
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